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Christian Morgan 

My name is Sir Christian Morgan and I am 15 years old.  I 
was born on May 10, 1993 and raised in Arlington, Texas.  I 
like activities like work and reading about interesting 
things.  I see myself graduating and making peace in the 
world.  I see the world peaceful, calm, and safe.  There are 
great things in my life that I love to do:  wrestle, listen to 
music, work out, hang out with my friends, spend time with 
my family and dog, read on my own time, and write about 
myself.  I always represent myself by writing my nickname 
and showing people who I really am.  If they don’t like it, 
then it’s not my problem.  That’s the way I am—always 
hanging with my friends and my mom and family.  I go to 
school to learn new things.  My favorite classes are Math 
and English.  I have been in school for so long trying to 
make it to college.  I always represent Johnston High 
School, my school.  I’m so close to making it…I just wonder 
what it’s like to graduate!  
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Johnston High School student writer/artists.  This spring, I 
invited two incredibly humble yet fierce teacher/activists to 
help facilitate this writing circle of strength and healing:  
Erika Gonzalez, co-director of PODER, and Emmet Campos, 
graduate student and mentor at UT Austin.  And with solid 
and generous support/guidance from Johnston English 
teacher, Camille DePrang, we would gather in her 
classroom twice a week transforming it into a safe 
space/sacred circle for creative, critical, and spiritual 
rejuvenation.  A space where student peers would grapple 
with the latest onslaught from the media’s latest 
chisme/gossip on their school’s closure to critical gender 
issues such as “Why must you guys use the word ‘ho’?”  
They dared to go there with no fear.  In a passionate yet 
respectful way, they talked through and broke down such a 
difficult yet needed conversation without finger pointing or 
blaming each other.  They critically looked at their youth 
culture posing questions on language usage, hip hop music, 
and the types of messages conveyed to their peers and its 
effects on them. 
 Inspired by her intensive work with the Austin Project, 
Erika employed the jazz aesthetic for some of the writing 
exercises.  She utilized body movements and group 
improvisation to challenge the students to get out of their 
comfort zones and take creative and critical chances with 
their writings.  She brought in something fresh and exciting, 
yet so ancient and sacred to the writing circles.   Erika 
guided the students in exercises that had them critically 
discuss issues that personally affected their families, 
neighborhoods, and school like drug abuse and violence.  
And through body movement, she asked them express 
solutions to those problems, then boom, write about it:  
what they felt, does it matter, what is it, why should we 
even care, would the solutions work? 
 Emmet Campos brought many years of teaching and 
mentoring experience to the facilitation process of engaging 
these young writers.  Together we asked the students 
questions about the potential closure of Johnston; a topic 


